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CPI accelerates but core moderates
Retail inflation rose to a 16-month high of 4.6% in Oct’19, breaching MPC’s
target of 4%, led by food inflation (especially vegetables at 26% and pulses at
11.7%). This is on the back of supply disruptions. Muted demand drove core
inflation to its lowest in the current series at 3.4%. Health inflation fell by
210bps MoM, personal care by 120bps and household goods and services by
110bps. With growth likely to slip to 4.5% in Q2, MPC members are likely to
emphasize on growth and thus cut rates by another 25bps in Dec’19.

Food inflation jumps further: Headline CPI breached MPC’s 4% target at 4.6%
in Oct’19 from 4% in Sep’19, led by food. Food inflation rose to a 39-month
high of 7.9% in Oct’19 from 5.1% in Sep’19. This was led by sharp increase in
vegetable prices at 26.1% versus 15.5% in Sep’19. In addition, prices of fruits
accelerated at a 15-month high of 4.1% versus 0.8% in Sep’19. Prices of pulses
too rose at a 37-month high of 11.7% versus 8.4% in Sep’19. The bigger
question is that is there a structural tailwind to this or is just cyclical. We believe
in a backdrop of muted demand, most of this is driven by impact of unseasonal
rains and low base and is likely to reverse.
Core dips sharply as demand fades: CPI inflation excluding food and fuel edged
down by 50bps to 3.4% in Oct’19 compared with 3.9% in Sep’19 and 6.2% in
Oct’18. Except clothing and footwear, all categories of core inflation softened
in Oct’19. The sharpest decline was seen in health (down by 210bps on MoM
basis), personal care items (120bps) and household goods and services
(110bps). The dip in global crude prices (-4.3% on MoM basis) and base effect
pushed transport and communication and personal care and effects inflation
lower. Given muted consumption and investment demand, we expect core
inflation to remain below 4% in H2FY20.
Rate cut on the cards: Despite headline CPI above MPC’s 4% target, we expect
another rate cut in Dec’19 as growth in Q2 is likely to dip to 4.5% from 5% in
Q1. Growth in FY20 is now expected at 5.2% from our earlier estimate of 6.2%
with a gradual pick-up to 6.2% in FY21. While MPC members will raise
concerns on inflation, the focus will remain on growth and thus the 25bps rate
cut. Rate trajectory post Dec’19 policy depends upon fiscal outlook for FY21.
Subdued growth and fiscal restraint may warrant another rate cut in Feb’20 or
Apr’20 policy to bring real rates lower.
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS
 CPI inflation rises to 4.6% in Oct’19 led by
food.
 Food inflation jumps to 7.9% in Oct’19 from
5.1% in Sep’19 led by vegetables (26.1%) and
pulses (11.7%).
 Core inflation drops to its lowest in the
current series to 3.4% in Oct’19.
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FIG 1 – FOOD INFLATION INCHES UP TO A 39-MONTH HIGH
CPI, YoY
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FIG 2 – LED BY HIGHER VEGETABLE PRICES
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FIG 3 – CORE CPI EASES TO 3.4% IN OCT’19
CPI, YoY
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Disclaimer
The views expressed in this research note are personal views of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of Bank of Baroda. Nothing contained in this
publication shall constitute or be deemed to constitute an offer to sell/ purchase or as an invitation or solicitation to do so for any securities of any entity. Bank of Baroda
and/ or its Affiliates and its subsidiaries make no representation as to the accuracy; completeness or reliability of any information contained herein or otherwise provided
and hereby disclaim any liability with regard to the same. Bank of Baroda Group or its officers, employees, personnel, directors may be associated in a commercial or
personal capacity or may have a commercial interest including as proprietary traders in or with the securities and/ or companies or issues or matters as contained in this
publication and such commercial capacity or interest whether or not differing with or conflicting with this publication, shall not make or render Bank of Baroda Group
liable in any manner whatsoever & Bank of Baroda Group or any of its officers, employees, personnel, directors shall not be liable for any loss, damage, liability whatsoever
for any direct or indirect loss arising from the use or access of any information that may be displayed in this publication from time to time.
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